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Product Information Document

Form meets function in the design of the low back Label armchair. The refined, 

wrap-around frame elegantly cradles the seat and envelopes the sitter to provide 

generous, supportive comfort. The design considers residential and commercial 

spaces. There are three fabric finishes (ecru, beige or olive) for immediate shipping 

or choose to customise with a fabric of your choice. BIFMA-tested for durability.

Designed in our New Zealand studio by David Moreland and Nikolai Sorensen.



Label Armchair - Low Back

Material

Frame: Solid Oak

Upholstery: 90% Polyester, 10% Linen. 1.4m of fabric is required. 
Please refer to “Fabric Specifications PDF” for fabric options.

No Assembly Required.

Residential Warranty

Upholstery: 1 Year  |  Frame: 10 Years

Commercial Warranty

Upholstery: 1 Year  |  Frame: 5 Years

Care Instructions

Dampen cloth in a solution of water and a neutral detergent and wipe clean. Remove soap residue immediately using 
a clean dry cloth. Do not use scouring pads or scouring cream as they may scratch the surface. Do not use cleaning 
products containing alcohol as they may damage the surface. Remove any small marks by spot cleaning with a clean 
damp cloth or paper towel. If further care is needed please refer to the cleaning requirements of your specific fabric.

We don’t recommend using any fabric protector treatments but if you do, please ensure it’s water based. Pilling may 
occur occasionally as a result of normal daily wear and should not be considered as a fault. Fibre pills can be removed 
by a battery operated pilling tool available from most haberdashery stores. Vacuum on low suction using a soft 
upholstery attachment and avoid direct sunlight. Regularly plump and turn any feather filled cushions to ensure 
that they retain their shape. With any fixed components, smooth over the fabric with your hands and pull 
back into the correct shape and alignment.

Colour

Dimensions 74 x 69 x 73 cm(h)

Weight (Frame Only) 11 kg

Weight 12 kg

Oak + Custom

NFU0010FSC + (Upholstery) EDE0006

Oak + Ecru

NFU0008FSC

Oak + Olive

NFU0017FSC

Oak + Beige

NFU0009FSC

74 cm 69 cm

73 cm

47 cm 56.5 cm




